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Figure S1. FTIR spectra of the pristine PIP, vulcanized SPIP-250, SPIP-300 and SPIP-350. The 
spectra of pristine PIP clearly show the C=C stretch at 1680 cm
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. The magnitudes of all these peaks are reduced after 
vulcanization but remain detectable, indicating vulcanization reactions including free radical 












Figure S3. CV scans and cycle stability of SPIP compounds in electrolyte composed of 1 M 





Figure S4. Complete three CV cycles of SPIP-250. 
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Figure S5. Complete three CV cycles of SPIP-300. 
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Figure S6. Complete three CV cycles of SPIP-350. 
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Figure S7. Parallel comparison of CV curves and charge-discharge potential profiles of each 
SPIP compound. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
